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AMS Technologies
has many years experience in the sale, design and support of high
frequency and high voltage products for use in the industrial,
medical, military, communications and research areas:





High Voltage Components
High Frequency Components
Low Voltage Components (<1 kV)
Power Supplies & Drivers

Advanced pulsed power technology is the technique of storing
large amounts of energy and then releasing in a very short time.
The technology allows very efﬁcient use of energy, often in a
compact unit, to produce extreme high energy.

Image: Electrical discharges illuminate the surface of the Z machine,
the world‘s most powerful X-ray source, during a recent accelerator shot.
(Photo by Randy Montoya)

Applications of the Pulsed Power Technology:





Lightning simulator
Food processing/pasteurization
Medical waste treatment
Medical equipment such as Lithotripsers, Deﬁbrillators






Reactive armour
Water and organics treatment
Materials processing
High power microwave sources

capacitors
AMS Technologies’ capacitors address specialist applications: high voltage capacitors
(ceramic, oil ﬁlled, wound and vacuum, ﬁxed or variable) range from 600 V up to 1 MV.
Applications include pulse power, medical, laser, scientific, accelerator, military,
semiconductor processing, radio transmission and broadcast equipment. Also available
is a comprehensive range of capacitor charging power supplies for voltages from 2 kV up
to 80 kV with charging rates to 100 kJ/s. Input requirements range from 230 VAC single
phase to higher voltage three phase depending on the charging rates required. A wide
range of MIL, aerospace and other approvals are applicable.

resistors
AMS Technologies offers a broad range of precision resistors and resistor networks with a
unique resistance ﬁlm and roprietary process technologies,which are suitable for performance
demanding applications. The product line consists of over 250 non-inductive models including high voltage resistors, voltage dividers, current sense, high frequency, load resistors in
TO-126/220/247 packages and chip versions. Custom resistors and network solutions
are also available. Stripline, RF and microwave brazed construction ﬂanged mount resistors, attenuators and terminations are available with power ratings to 300 W and above.
Brazed rather than soldered construction gives superior mechanical strength and vastly
enhanced thermal derating characteristics. Applications include RF generators, broadcast
transmitters, military radios and antenna systems. A further product range includes water
or air-cooled high power RF dummy loads from 5 kW to up to 300 kW CW. The ﬁlm ceramic
resistors used in these loads are also available separately.

relays
AMS Technologies offers a wide range of high voltage vacuum and gas ﬁlled relays, radio
frequency vacuum relays and RF & HV reed relays. RF vacuum relays are typically used
in HF (3 MHz - 30 MHz) military radio and antenna applications. HV vacuum and gas ﬁlled
relays are capable of handling up to 70 kV and several tens of amps. They ﬁnd application
across a wide spectrum of markets including test equipment and power supplies. Reed
relays come in different sizes. Capable of isolating voltages up to 15 kV some of the relays
are suitable for high reliability applications such as cardiac deﬁbrillators, test equipment
and HV power supplies. Developed for the high voltage ATE market, where PCB space is at
a premium, the smaller high voltage reed relays offer a 3 kV or 5 kV isolation performance
in a 30 mm size package.
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power supplies & drivers
At AMS Technologies, the emphasis is on high voltage and high reliability power supplies.
The range includes modular fully encapsulated DC-DC converters in a variation of packaging
and mounting in order to give the ﬂexibility for bench top, PCB or mounting in a cabinet.
A large range of products is available with standard AC mains input, 19” rack mount
supplies. Modular supplies range from 125 VDC to 90 kV, outputs from 4 W to 250 W.
DC rack mount supplies range to 400 kV and 50 kW outputs. Air insulation technology and
high power density inverter circuit design ensure long-term stability and high reliability
performance. Most of these products are CE and UL approved. Applications include
instrumentation, electrostatics, X-ray and research projects.

measurement devices
AMS Technologies product offering includes current transformers, also known as Rogowski
coils, which are instruments to measure current ﬂow in cables or charged particle beams.
All the measurement devices use the Rogowski principle to ensure non-contact
measurement of the current ﬂowing from milliamperes up to kiloamperes. The current
transformers can be used in different mediums such as air, ultra-high vacuum or oil. The
instruments provide an accurate reading of DC currents, pulsed currents, RMS currents,
pulse charge and position of a current-carrying beam. The devices are available with
various inner diameters, to provide the user with ﬂexibility to use the correct device
depending on the outside diameter of the cable to be measured. The products are used
primarily by research institutes, industry laboratories and cancer hadrontherapy centers
worldwide.

interrupters & contactors
The vacuum interrupters available from AMS Technologies are highly compact, reliable
switching devices capable of breaking high voltages to 38 kV and currents to 400 ARMS.
Applications include power distribution and industrial switchgear. Vacuum contactors
based on the interrupter range are available as complete switches in single phase AC, DC,
RF and three phase conﬁgurations. A wide range of actuator voltage options is available.

thermoelectric applications
AMS Technologies offers design support, components and customised assemblies
for cooling, temperature stabilisation and power generation applications that utilise
thermoelectric modules. Our thermal design service uses computational ﬂuid dynamics
and has been supporting manufacturers of medical, biotech and analytical instruments, as
well as optoelectronic devices and beverage coolers for years. AMS Technologies supplies
thermoelectric modules, aluminium and copper heat sinks that have become number
one choice in many thermoelectric applications. A variety of temperature controllers and
accessories like thermal grease are also available.
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enabling your ideas.
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AMS Technologies AG
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Phone + 49 (0) 89 895 77 0
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AMS Technologies S.L.
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AMS Technologies S.A.R.L.
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Sweden
AMS Technologies Nordic
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43153 Mölndal, Sweden
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Italy
AMS Technologies S.r.l.
Corso Sempione, 215/B
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United Kingdom
AMS Technologies Ltd.
Nene House, Drayton Way
Daventry, Northamptonshire
NN11 8EA, United Kingdom
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Poland
AMS Technologies Sp. z o.o.
Mogilska 69 St, Floor 2
31-545 Krakow, Poland
Phone + 48 (0) 12 346 24 16
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www.amstechnologies.com
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